Abstract: An analysis of current static and time-variable gravity field models is presented focusing on the medium to high frequencies of the geopotential as expressed by the spherical harmonic coefficients. A validation scheme of the gravity field models is implemented based on dynamic orbit determination that is applied in a degree-wise cumulative sense of the individual spherical harmonics. The approach is applied to real data of the Gravity Field and Steady-State Ocean Circulation (GOCE) and Gravity Recovery and Climate Experiment (GRACE) satellite missions, as well as to GRACE inter-satellite K-band ranging (KBR) data. Since the proposed scheme aims at capturing gravitational discrepancies, we consider a few deterministic empirical parameters in order to avoid absorbing part of the gravity signal that may be included in the monitored orbit residuals. The present contribution aims at a band-limited analysis for identifying characteristic degree ranges and thresholds of the various GRACE-and GOCE-based gravity field models. The degree range 100-180 is investigated based on the degree-wise cumulative approach. The identified degree thresholds have values of 130 and 160 based on the GRACE KBR data and the GOCE orbit analysis, respectively.
Introduction
Orbit determination is a core topic in satellite geodesy, comprising both geometrical and dynamical aspects in the pursuit of constructing a detailed mathematical model that can describe the motion of an artificial satellite orbiting Earth as accurately as possible [1] . The link between the geometric form of the evolving orbit and the underlying Earth's gravity field has been the subject of extensive scientific elaboration that spans a time period coinciding with the satellite era itself. Mathematical rigor and computational efficiency, especially in the dawn of direct satellite observations of ever growing magnitude and accuracy, have been the main pillars of these contributions that include numerical, analytical or hybrid approaches [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . With the advent of a vast number of new satellite-only and combined gravity field models, the main bulk of which are routinely produced from the analysis of currently available satellite data, the problem of orbit determination, especially its dynamic counterpart, received an abundance of solutions for the numerical computation of Earth's gravitational attraction at satellite altitude. The scope of the present contribution is to expose the role of an individual selection of a global solution to Earth's gravity field, given in terms of a finite number of potential harmonic coefficients, to the computation of the pure gravitational component in the satellite's equation of motion.
It is not our primary goal to present or pursue a closed loop of a dynamic orbit determination procedure of the highest possible level of accuracy. Rather, we intend to establish a validation mechanism for an in-orbit assessment and analysis of the different gravity field models, when their contribution is considered in a coefficient-wise manner. By switching again from potential to geometry through an expression of the aforementioned contributions in the orbital frame as position disturbances along the three axes, one is able to quantify the information content of any gravity field model, both as a global solution as well as in a band-limited fashion. With the proposed scheme, an additional insight to the computation of the equation of motion is envisaged, while at the same time an independent possibility is offered to model and validate highly precise satellite data, such as Gravity Recovery and Climate Experiment (GRACE)-like inter-satellite ranges and range rates.
During the last two decades, gravity field determination has been based on the innovative concepts introduced by satellite missions dedicated for the gravity field mapping (i.e., CHAllenging Mini-satellite Payload (CHAMP), Gravity Recovery and Climate Experiment (GRACE) and Gravity field and steady-state Ocean Circulation Explorer (GOCE) satellite missions [12] [13] [14] [15] The space-borne observation techniques introduced by these satellite gravity missions have generated the numerical investigation of various methods in gravity field modeling and a numerous series of satellite gravity field models has been produced based on various methods [16] [17] [18] . The gravity field models are available free of charge from the International Centre for Global Earth Models (ICGEM) web page [19] .
Furthermore, time-variable gravity field models have been demonstrated during the last decade based on the GRACE mission [20, 21] . The monitoring of time-variations series of the gravity field is a topic of high interest in the frame of the past and future satellite gravity missions [22] [23] [24] such as the Gravity Recovery and Climate Experiment-Follow-On (GRACE-FO) mission [25] , which was recently launched on 22 May 2018.
The validation of gravity field models, as determined by various approaches, into the overall frequency spectrum of the gravity field is a critical aspect for satellite gravity missions' performance and for any further studies regarding Earth's interior based on the adopted gravity field models [18, [26] [27] [28] [29] . The present study presents a frequency analysis of current time-variable and static gravity field models, focusing on the medium to high frequencies of the geopotential as represented by the degree range 100 to 200 in terms of spherical harmonics. The validation scheme of the gravity field models is implemented here based on a dynamic orbit determination algorithm that is applied in a degree-wise cumulative sense of the individual spherical harmonics. The orbit determination is repeated as a function of the geopotential truncation degree and we monitor the respective orbit residuals in order to obtain an insight to the spectral content of the gravity field models. The specific degree range has been selected based on the sensitivity of the applied orbit determination scheme. The discrepancies of the orbit and KBR residuals are becoming smooth for degrees higher than 200.
The proposed approach is applied to real GRACE and GOCE data. We focus on the analysis of the GRACE KBR data. Due to the high accuracy of KBR data, at the level of a few µm, such an approach defines an external validation tool of the gravity field models. The present contribution aims at a band-limited analysis for identifying characteristic degree ranges and thresholds of the various GRACE-and GOCE-based gravity field models.
Dynamic Orbit Determination
The principal objectives included in satellite orbit determination are given in Figure 1 as presented by [30] . 
The principal objectives included in satellite orbit determination are given in Figure 1 as presented by [30] . [31] . The current orbit analysis applies the approach of dynamic orbit determination in a frequency-wise iterative scheme focusing on the discrepancies occurred by the gravity field models.
The present orbit analysis follows this approach of dynamic orbit determination focusing on the effects of Earth's gravity field. In particular, the equations system of orbit determination is consists of the equation of motion and its partial derivatives, the so-called variational equations. The equation of motion is expressed through Newton's second law that forms the basic mathematical tool for describing a satellite orbit: (1) where denotes the acceleration vector, m the satellite's mass and F the sum of all forces acting on the satellite, which in general includes both gravitational and non-gravitational contributions.
The solution of the equations system is achieved through numerical integration methods suitable for ordinary differential equations [32, 33] . The performance of the numerical integration methods is critical and depends on the integration step and the method's order. The impact of the numerical integrators in dynamic orbit determination has been extensively investigated in a previous study [34] . In the current analysis, we apply the Gauss-Jackson numerical integration method that solves directly 2nd order differential equations. The equation of motion and the variational equations have to be integrated simultaneously and the numerical solution provides the orbital arc and the partial derivatives of the parameters of interest to be estimated. The solution of this system of differential equations along with the satellite observations are used in the orbit parameter estimation method. Our approach of the overall solution is summarized by the following algorithm of five steps:
• Simultaneous numerical integration of the variational equations and the equation of motion is performed based on a simplified force model. In the present analysis, we consider only the Figure 1 . Principal objectives of satellite orbit determination [31] . The current orbit analysis applies the approach of dynamic orbit determination in a frequency-wise iterative scheme focusing on the discrepancies occurred by the gravity field models.
The present orbit analysis follows this approach of dynamic orbit determination focusing on the effects of Earth's gravity field. In particular, the equations system of orbit determination is consists of the equation of motion and its partial derivatives, the so-called variational equations. The equation of motion is expressed through Newton's second law that forms the basic mathematical tool for describing a satellite orbit:
wherer denotes the acceleration vector, m the satellite's mass and F the sum of all forces acting on the satellite, which in general includes both gravitational and non-gravitational contributions. The solution of the equations system is achieved through numerical integration methods suitable for ordinary differential equations [32, 33] . The performance of the numerical integration methods is critical and depends on the integration step and the method's order. The impact of the numerical integrators in dynamic orbit determination has been extensively investigated in a previous study [34] . In the current analysis, we apply the Gauss-Jackson numerical integration method that solves directly 2nd order differential equations. The equation of motion and the variational equations have to be integrated simultaneously and the numerical solution provides the orbital arc and the partial derivatives of the parameters of interest to be estimated. The solution of this system of differential equations along with the satellite observations are used in the orbit parameter estimation method. Our approach of the overall solution is summarized by the following algorithm of five steps:
• Simultaneous numerical integration of the variational equations and the equation of motion is performed based on a simplified force model. In the present analysis, we consider only the gravity field model, truncated to degree and order of 50. The effects of the empirical parameters are also included at this step.
•
The design matrix of the estimator is formed based on the solution of the variations equations.
• Numerical integration of the equation of motion is applied based on the full force model as summarized in Table 1 .
The observation equations are formed based on the numerical solution of the previous step.
The parameter estimation is then applied. One or two iterations steps may be required. Following the aforementioned steps, the orbit parameter estimator is applied considering the least-squares method and the use of pseudo-observations [16, 41] based on available a priori orbits such as kinematic orbit data [42] . One iteration step was found to be sufficient in terms of orbit residuals improvement. The observation equations based on pseudo-observations are formulated by the differences of the satellite position vector In the present analysis, the estimated parameters include the initial position and velocity vector of the satellite and additional force-related parameters. The additional parameters refer to empirical accelerations such as bias and cycle per revolution accelerations [43, 44] . We have considered a minimum number of empirical accelerations in order to avoid absorbing residuals that may include part of the gravity signal [45, 46] .
Degree-Wise Cumulative Approach
A basic tool for the synthetic evaluation of Earth's gravity field functionals is the expression of the gravitational potential V in terms of a spherical harmonic expansion [47] 
where GM is the product between the gravitational constant G and Earth's total mass M, a e is the equatorial radius, (r, θ, λ) are the spherical coordinates of the satellite's position, C nm and S nm are the normalized spherical harmonic coefficients of a given gravity field model and P nm are the normalized associated Legendre functions, with n and m denoting degree and order, respectively.
The expansion series of Equation (2), as well as its partial derivatives that lead to gravitational constituents, are treated here in a degree-wise cumulative sense. We repeat the orbit estimation procedure for each degree and the geopotential expansion series is formed by using all previous harmonic coefficients up to that specific degree, with the rest of the orbit parameters left unchanged. This approach can reveal the dynamic contribution of the coefficients belonging to an individual degree at satellite altitude.
The aforementioned degree-wise cumulative approach has been previously applied for GRACE and GOCE orbit analysis by [41, 48] .
Orbit Resonances and Order-Wise Analysis
The dynamic orbit analysis based on the aforementioned degree-wise cumulative approach, may be affected by resonance effects [2] . Orbit resonances may occur in the case of artificial satellites [2, 49] and affect the specific order of the spherical harmonic coefficients that represent the gravity field based on Equation (3), the so called lumped coefficients [2, 50] . The investigation of resonance effects in gravity field modelling based on satellite orbits has been described by [51, 52] . The impact of orbit resonances in satellite gravity missions has also been a critical topic in the design of such missions [50, 53, 54] .
In the present analysis, we apply an order-wise cumulative approach in the GOCE orbit and GRACE KBR analysis. In particular, the degree of the spherical harmonics expansion is set to a fixed value of 180, while the order varies within the range of 2 to 180. The orbit determination is repeated for each value of the order by using all previous harmonic coefficients up to that specific order. Such an order-wise analysis aims to quantify the impact of resonance effects in the current study and to reveal potential affected harmonics coefficients.
GRACE and GOCE Orbit Analysis
The dynamic orbit determination concept as presented here has been applied in the cases of GRACE and GOCE satellite missions. The present contribution provides a frequency analysis, in terms of a degree-wise cumulative orbit analysis, of time-variable and static gravity field models in the range of medium to high frequencies, that is, the degree range from 100 to 200. The current analysis focuses on GRACE KBR data analysis as an assessment tool of the gravity field models. The concept of the low-low satellite-to-satellite tracking was implemented by the GRACE mission through an on-board microwave ranging system. The GRACE KBR observations may reach accuracies at the level of a few µm [55] [56] [57] and therefore, the KBR data analysis offers an external validation tool of the GRACE satellites orbits along the line-of-sight direction [41] . We incorporate the gravity field models into the GRACE orbit determination through the degree-wise cumulative approach and then we monitor the KBR data residuals. Based on the high accuracy of the inter-satellite ranging data, this approach forms a rigorous validation of the gravity field models applied in the orbit determination.
In particular, the GOCO05s [21, 58] , EIGEN-6S4 [59] and ITSG-Grace2014k [60] time-variable gravity field models have been analyzed in the present study. These time-variable gravity field models include variations of the spherical harmonic coefficients such as trends and annual terms (GOCO05s, ITSG-Grace2014k) and even semi-annual terms in the case of EIGEN-6S4 model. In addition, three static gravity field models, that is, GGM05G [61] , GOCE-DIR R4 and R5 [62] have been applied in the current approach. The applied gravity field models are satellite-only models and details of their features are summarized in Table 2 .
Our source code has been developed by [31] and has been used in orbit analysis by [34, 41] . The current version follows the orbit modelling summarized in Table 1 and incorporates the gravity field models presented in Table 2 . The performed computations consider the Matlab double precision (64 bits) floating point numerical representation. The computation time (CPU) of the orbit determination of daily orbit arcs varies from 60 to 80 min on a HP-Z400 Workstation (Intel Xeon 3.2 GHz). 
Data Preprocessing
Satellite data from the GRACE and GOCE missions require a suitable preprocessing prior to further analysis in the frame of the adopted dynamic orbit determination. GRACE and GOCE data processing follows standard procedures [63, 64] and details regarding data preprocessing, as implemented here, are given by [41] .
In the case of GRACE, accelerometry data are considered for capturing non-gravitational effects. Precise calibration parameters of the GRACE accelerometry data are provided by the TU Delft thermosphere web server (thermosphere.tudelft.nl) [65, 66] .
The GRACE inter-satellite ranging data are not used as observations in the orbit estimation procedure and perform a relative control of the orbit accuracy. One critical parameter in KBR data analysis is the estimation of the unknown bias that is a characteristic of the range data. An alternative approach is also utilized which leads to the elimination of the KBR bias by forming range data differences between sequential epochs.
Empirical Parameters
Since the proposed scheme aims at capturing gravitational discrepancies, we consider a few deterministic empirical parameters in order to avoid absorbing part of the gravity signal that may be included in the monitored orbit residuals as discussed by [45, 46] . In particular, bias and one cycle per revolution accelerations [43] are estimated within the orbit determination procedure. Based on the orbit residuals monitoring, the one cycle per revolution (CPR) accelerations are the dominant effect in comparison with two cycle per revolution or even higher terms. The empirical accelerations are included here in order to capture the mismodelling of the accelerometry calibration and the remaining drag-free system residuals in the case of GRACE and GOCE, respectively. The empirical parameters of the bias and once per revolution accelerations are estimated only for the along-track and cross-track components, since these directions are strongly affected by mismodelling in the non-gravitational effects.
Results
The results of the GRACE inter-satellite ranging data analysis based on the approach described here are given in Figures 2 and 3 for the time-variable and static gravity field models, respectively. In addition, the GRACE orbit and KBR residuals are provided in Tables 3 and 4 for selected degrees of the used gravity field models. The root mean square (RMS) variations refer to the inter-satellite ranging data residuals to the range obtained by the GRACE estimated dynamic orbits. Table 3 . K-band data residuals based on GRACE dynamic orbit determination. Range residuals are provided for the cases of the KBR bias estimation and elimination through sequential range differences.
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GOCO05s EIGEN-6S4 ITSG-Grace2014k GGM05G GOCE_DIR_R5 In the case of the GOCE orbit analysis, results are presented in Figure 4 and Table 5 . The orbit residuals are illustrated as a function of the truncated degree of the gravity field models. In addition, the RMS variations of the numerical comparison between the GOCE estimated orbits and the reduced-dynamic precise orbit data [38] are presented in the orbital frame. In particular, we focus on the radial direction, as shown in Figure 4 , since the radial component is dominated by the gravity field forces in comparison with the along-track and cross-track components. Thus, empirical parameters are not being estimated in the radial component. The mismodelling of the non-gravitational effects has an impact along the orbit motion that mostly affects the along-track direction followed by the cross-track direction. However, it should also be stated that such mismodelling could have a minor impact on the radial component. 
Order Wise Analysis
In addition, the order-wise cumulative approach is applied in the dynamic orbit determination as described in Section 2.2. The order-wise orbit analysis aims to show the impact of resonance effects on the current orbit determination scheme. In particular, the degree has been fixed to 180 while the order is varying within the range of 2 to 180. The orbit determination is repeated by modifying the order value by 1 and considering all the previous harmonic coefficients up to the selected degree and order.
The order-wise approach has been applied for GRACE and GOCE satellites based on the GOCO05s model. The results of the GRACE inter-satellite ranging residuals are presented in Figure 5 while the GOCE orbit residuals variations are shown in Figure 6 .
The order-wise analysis reveals discrepancies of a few mm in the range of 70 to 90 degrees based on the GRACE KBR range residuals, while the GOCE orbit residuals show variations at cm level within the range of 110 to 130 degrees. It should be mentioned that the resonances effects may be absorbed by the empirical parameters, that is, bias and cycle per revolution accelerations (Section 3.2) that are estimated within the dynamic orbit determination. Therefore, the variations are smooth, especially for the higher order values. 
Discussion
The current study provides an assessment of gravity field models and presents a relative validation between them. The present analysis is based on a pure dynamic orbit determination by adding a few empirical parameters for the force mismodelling.
In the case of the GRACE mission, we focus on the inter-satellite ranging data analysis. This Figure 6 . RMS variances of GOCE orbit residuals with respect to the order of the spherical harmonic coefficients.
In the case of the GRACE mission, we focus on the inter-satellite ranging data analysis. This space-borne observation technique offers a relative validation tool along the line of sight direction. Based on the adapted orbit modeling here, the degree-wise cumulative approach captures discrepancies at the mm level, as presented in Figures 2 and 3 . The time-variable gravity field models lead to lower residuals in comparison with the static gravity field models. This is strongly pronounced within the overall degree range (100-180) as shown in Figure 3 . In particular, the GOCO05s and the ITSG-Grace2014k models lead to equivalent performance providing the best results in terms of KBR data residuals. A threshold has been identified for degrees approaching values from 125 to 130. The KBR residuals are significantly reduced within this range while degrees higher than 150 lead to smooth variations.
In general, orbit analysis of Low Earth Orbiters (LEOs) offers a measure of the gravity field model's performance as expressed through the orbit residuals of the gravity field model used within the orbit determination. In the present study, GOCE orbit analysis is applied as an additional tool for the assessment of gravity field models. Due to the low orbital altitude (255-229 km) of the GOCE satellite mission, GOCE orbit has higher sensitivity to the medium-high degree geopotential coefficients in comparison with other LEOs.
The GOCE orbit analysis based on the degree-wise cumulative approach leads to a similar conclusion regarding the performance of the time-variable gravity field models in comparison with the static models as presented in Figure 4 . The GOCO05s model provides the lowest residuals within the overall degree range (100-180). The GOCE orbit analysis reveals that degree harmonics higher than 160 lead to increased orbit residuals. It should be mentioned that a drag-free orbit is assumed due to the existence of the GOCE drag-free control system. The remaining residuals due to the drag-free errors are modelled through the estimation of empirical parameters, that is, bias and one cycle per revolution accelerations in the along-track and cross-track directions. However, a part of the drag-free orbit errors may affect the observation residuals. Moreover, orbit resonances that may occur at specific degrees could also affect the orbit residuals.
In principle, the orbit accuracy may increase in terms of orbit residuals by estimating several additional empirical parameters. On the other hand, such a number of estimated parameters may absorb part of the gravity signal. Since we focus on the assessment of the gravity field models and the relative discrepancies in a frequency-wise sense, we apply a scheme of pure dynamic orbit determination. The degree-wise cumulative approach, based on the estimated dynamic orbits, aims at identifying specific bandwidths of the gravity field models such as the aforementioned range for degrees higher than 130 and 160 for GRACE and GOCE, respectively. In the context of our ongoing work, we should mention that further investigation is required within the identified bandwidth based on different orbit modeling and longer time periods. Funding: This research received no external funding.
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